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                       AHOY THERE! 
                         Issue 13 March 2016 
 
 

 
 
Welcome to the Spring edition of Ahoy There. This is the time of year for new beginnings - the 
vernal equinox is just behind us, the clocks have gone forward to British Summer Time, Easter has 
been celebrated, the Devon hedgerows are teeming with primroses and.....the DSA's 2016 sailing 
season is about to start!  We are all looking forward to a fantastic calendar of sailing and to 
welcoming an ever larger number of members to the boats and the joys of being on the water. 
Below is a summary of how to get out there.  
 
Have fun! 
Amanda.  
 
 
 
How do I go sailing? 
 
With any luck we should be seeing opportunities for sails increasingly opening up from April. For 
those of you who are new to DSA and for those who just want a reminder of the latest booking 
procedure here's a summary. 
 
1. Skippers and crew plan dates for sailing opportunities using an online, dynamic calendar to show 
their availability. Dates for day trips are generally planned for one calendar month at a time; 
skippers will start planning from about the middle of the current month for the following month.  
 
- Skippers who want to offer a sail on a particular day enter their name on that day in the online 
calendar. 
- Crew who wish to volunteer for that sail then enter their name on that day. 
 
2. Once sailing opportunities - dates, skippers and crew - have come together on the online 
calendar, the admin office will offer them to members. This is done by round robin email, ahead of 
the coming month, and again during that month if appropriate. Members can then make a request, 
either by return email or phone, to join a particular sail, and the admin office will confirm the 
booking.  
 
3. A couple of days before the sail the admin office will provide instructions and include the contact 
details of the skipper in case of any last minute problems. The skipper receives an email with 
information about the contact details and the disabilities of those on board. The skipper will advise 
his crew as necessary when opening up the boat on the day of the sail. 
 
Note that longer excursions and annual events will be planned well ahead, the dates entered in the 
online calendar, and advertised to members by special round robin email. And if you would like to 
book a specific day for a sail, e.g. a birthday, please get in touch with the office as soon as possible 
so we can reserve the day for you and skippers and crew can volunteer. 
 
And that's it! 
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Helpful things to remember for your sail 

The admin office always reminds members ahead of each sail, but here's your check list: 
 
- meet at the gate to the Town Dock (below the Harbour Master’s Office) 
- wear trousers, flat shoes and a top with a collar so the life jacket does not rub 
- bring a wind proof coat - it will be cooler out on the water 
- bring a hat and sun screen if it is going to be hot 
- bring food if you get hungry (there is tea and coffee on board) 
- please remember the donation box on board the boat to help with running costs! 
 
 
 
Chairman’s Chat 
 
Hi everyone 
 
Winter is nearly over but don’t kid yourself, we have been working hard despite the bad weather. 
Training officers Len, Ray, Dave and Roger have been encouraging and training our skippers and 
crew, and the work has been really admired by local boat owners, the harbour master and people 
walking by. A big special thanks to Clinton and his very brave team of divers who have cleaned all 
the weed and odd creatures growing on the bottom of the boats off in temperatures that I wouldn’t 
ever have considered. My thanks also to the team in the office; Amanda, Beverley, Heather and 
Shirley, and occasionally me. We have all been busy getting records straight, our paperwork up to 
date and you will have a chance to see most of it in the next few weeks as we approach our 11th 
AGM – to be held on 28 May. We’ve also been working extremely hard on ensuring that funds have 
been coming in (we have been lucky enough to receive an award from the Mayor’s Fund among 
others), and have been spending them on important things like a whole set of new life jackets, 
waterproofs and the money to refurbish bits of the boats. Additionally to this the management 
committee has been so impressed with Free Spirit, our Hanse 345, with its rear entry, that 
decisions have been made to sell or trade in Freedom for a similar Hanse to Free Spirit with drop 
stern and other helpful features that I’m sure you will all enjoy. Well done ladies for assisting and 
encouraging me to raise the funds that we will need for the new boat. What a team of people I 
have behind me. I am so grateful for their work, and I know you are too. Hard work, or not, I love 
sailing, and look forward to seeing you all on the water.  
 
Dave 
 
 
 
ITV South West comes sailing with DSA 
 
On a bright, crisp, sunny and very cold day at the end of January ITV South West presenter Jackie 
Bird and camera man Matt joined Dave, Len, Gordon, Amanda and Maggie on Free Spirit to film an 
item on the work the DSA does for its members. The item was filmed for broadcast on ITV West 
Country News in connection with the new round of Peoples' Millions, to be called Peoples' Projects. 
We did a few manoeuvres in the harbour, then went out for a short sail with Maggie making her 
debut at the helm, under Len's instruction. Maggie gave a great interview from behind the wheel 
explaining what the DSA meant to her. 
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A strong easterly wind produced quite a swell and poor Jackie was soon feeling queasy. She 
bravely did her pieces to camera and we headed for home. She tells us she's not a good sailor but 
we still say it was much more to do with the kale and broccoli juice she said she'd made herself for 
breakfast that morning! 
 

           
 
 
 
24 new life jackets for DSA, thanks to Clare and the Maximus Foundation UK 
 
Our lovely DSA member Clare-Marie Taylor works at Maximus and recommended DSA for an award 
from its charitable foundation. We submitted an application explaining what we did and what we 
would do with an award of £2,500 if we were lucky enough to receive it, namely buy 24 much 
needed new lifejackets. We were delighted to hear that the trustees of Maximus Foundation UK had 
decided to give us the award, and on 2 February Diane Briggs, Marilyn Saunders and Lee Angell 
from Maximus all came down to the boats together with Clare to present us with their generous 
cheque. After the photo call, see below, we retreated to the warmth of a harbour-side cafe and 
chatted to our fantastic Maximus donors over hot drinks about the DSA's aim, history and work. 
The icing on the cake was a surprise further donation from Clare who had collected another £200 in 
cash from colleagues. The beautiful new Spinlock Deck Vest life jackets have arrived and are in 
service.  
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Subsequently Maximus asked if they could use DSA as a case study within their literature on how to 
apply for a grant. You may recognise some faces from amongst their poster boys and girls… 
 
 

             
 
 
 
Winter training programme for skippers and crew 
 
From October to March the DSA has been running a training programme for skippers and crew. And 
what a fantastic opportunity it has been for new crew to go up a huge learning curve and for the 
more experienced and knowledgeable to consolidate their skills! We have been very lucky to have 
expert tuition from Len Skinner, Dave Smith, Roger Baker and Ray Harris. Len Skinner offered 
weekly training sessions balancing theory with practical. Poring over charts and almanacs on the 
chart table below decks in the morning we've looked at navigational topics such as tidal 
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calculations, course plotting, and systems. Len: "You're meeting another boat today at these 
coordinates 12M+ off Start Point to pick up some luxury goods. You need to meet at 2 hours after 
Plymouth HW. What time do you set off and what is your Course To Steer?" Class: "Oo-er..." With 
some further data about leeway, etc, tidal atlas open and sharpened 2B pencils poised, the heads 
round the table bow down and set to work to come up with the answer. The resultant brain strain 
is only relieved by chips and curry sauce. Then in the afternoon we take the boat out and practise 
some manoeuvring in confined spaces in the harbour, berthing between boats, reversing up to the 
steps on the harbour wall, and bringing the stern of the boat within an inch of the pontoon to get a 
wheelchair on.  
 
 
Member Gordon Cameron said "The DSA training programme is very important. It brings people 
together doing tasks which can only usually be done as a team, forging very strong working 
relationships, and giving a sense of achievement to participants, be it the small or the larger tasks. 
This increases the fun and adds to the overall pleasure, knowing that there is nothing you can do 
incorrectly given there is always a DSA Skipper on hand should you need guidance and, in many 
ways, understanding." 
 
Member Mike Lovell said "I very much enjoyed sailing with you, the crew and skippers over the 
winter months. I only started sailing last summer and wanted to learn more, so when Len the 
skipper arranged training I jumped at the chance. We trainees learnt useful skills like confined 
manoeuvring, and tying knots, lines and sheets. When the weather was good we would go out. We 
learnt how to heave to, one of the most important handling techniques. It allows you to stop or 
slow down; this can be useful when you want to change sail, reef or steady the boat for any 
reason. When the weather was bad we had lessons on the boat, with plenty of tea and biscuits. I 
really enjoyed myself - thanks to all the skippers and crew. I am looking forward to sailing in the 
summer months." 

 
 
Qualifications 
 
With an eye to consolidating and formalising the talents DSA is fortunate enough to have through 
its volunteers, DSA has utilised the winter season for more than just training and has put people 
forward for RYA qualifications. Notably Len Skinner, Dave Smith and Pete Turner are now qualified 
Yachtmasters - our hearty congratulations to them all on the well deserved recognition of their 
skills. Here are the guys below, with their examiner Sandy Saunders on the left, next to him Len 
with the fetching off the shoulder look, then Dave, then Pete. Fantastic, well done guys, we are 
proud of you. 
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Strengthening DSA's Governance, Policy and Practices 
 
We have worked hard over the winter to update DSA's Memorandum and Articles of Association so 
that they reflect our current status and are in plain English as far as possible. We will be sending 
them out before the AGM to allow members to comment if they wish, and we will ask for formal 
approval at the AGM. We have also produced a code of conduct, a complaints procedure, and a 
disciplinary procedure, which will all also be circulated to members prior to the AGM, with a view to 
incorporating them in the DSA's daily governance. 
 
 
 
Skipper and crew party 
 
On 19 February DSA held a social evening with buffet for skippers and crew at the RTYC. The 
evening introduces new volunteers and allows all the volunteers to get to know those they haven't 
yet come across on sailing days. Cementing and making new contacts through the annual event 
strengthens the fabric of the organisation. What's more, member Gordon Cameron brought along a 
very heavy donation box, and notes representing all the spare change he had put aside over the 
previous year - a wonderful and inspiring contribution. 
 
 
 
New boat 
 
DSA's management committee have decided that now is the right time to buy a new boat to 
replace Freedom. Freedom is 8 years old and selling her now will be the optimal time economically. 
The management committee agreed at its last meeting in February that we should begin fund 
raising to buy the replacement boat, which is expected to be a little larger and roomier enabling us 
to take members on the longer trips in more comfort, and generally giving a wee bit more room to 
manoeuvre for those who need it on board. 
 
 
 
Forthcoming events 
 
Eddystone – we have entered both boats for the Eddystone Pursuit Challenge which takes place 17-
19 June. 
 
Try A Boat, Torquay Harbour – 28 / 29 May. Skippers and crew needed. 
 
Plymouth Fireworks Championship – 16-18 August. 
 


